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IMPROVING SAFETY OF PORT TERMINAL OPERATION BY MARINE GROUNDING

Hazard potential

Tankships have a mayor share in worldwide distribution of 

inflammable liquids. They transport various kinds of hazar-

dous chemicals, oil products and liquefied gases to supply oil 

and gas industry, storage facilities and chemical plants. Du-

ring loading and unloading of these products, an explosive 

gas atmosphere can arise at the loading pier. To avoid the ig-

nition of this explosive atmosphere under all circumstances, 

appropriate safety measures must be taken. Onshore, the 

operations manager of the terminal is responsible to enforce 

the applicable rules and best practice recommendations to 

protect against the possibility of hazardous incidents.1 

Danger of serious accidents when safety measures get neglected

Potential difference between ship and pier as igni-
tion source

The hull of the tankship, the metal construction of the loa-

ding pier and the water as electrolyte in-between form a  

galvanic cell. Between the electrodes of this cell a voltage 

difference exists naturally – so called “galvanic effect” (see fi-

gure at the right). 

Any conductive connection between tankship and pier will 

lead to an electrical current flow. This current affects elec-

trical inductive connections, such as loading arms or hoses. 

When de-attaching the loading couplers at the vessel, the 

stored energy of the inductive connection can result into a 

spark, which can exceed the critical level of ignition for hazar-

1|  see corresponding rules, regulations and industry standards at the 
end of this document

dous products. The build-up of voltage differences take place 

as soon as the vessel is docked and not only during loading 

and unloading.

Active sources, such as corrosion protection systems of the 

tankship, the jetty, pipelines or other infrastructure elements 

as well as influences of nearby railways may boost the poten-

tial difference between ship and shore and result into unde-

fined electrical conditions.

Implementing a “Three Barrier” Safety Concept to reduce risks of hazards during marine loading.

Battery effect as potential ignition source at marine terminals

Measures of insulation and bonding

Investigations have shown, that voltage differences between 

ship and shore arise due to galvanic effects. The value can 

reach up to 0.6 V with resulting currents of several amps. In 

practice, two basic principles are followed to handle the oc-

curring voltage difference: insulation and potential equali-

zation. Both measures can complement one another, when 

applied the right way.

1               0.1 V               4.1 A                   -                     ships & terminal
2             0.4 V               4.0 A                  -                     ships & terminal
3             0.5 V              20.9 A              Yes                   ships & terminal
4             0.5 V             24.0 A               Yes                              ship
5             0.3 V             16.0 A                Yes                              ship
6             0.3 V             14.0 A                Yes                   ships & terminal
7             0.2 V               9.0 A                  -                                   -
8             0.2 V             12.0 A                  -                      ships & terminal

No.      voltage      current      arcing     corrosion protection

Measurement results of ship terminal arrangements 2 

2| Cf.: R. Harrisson et. al.: Electrical Hazard Protection of Tank Vessels 
while moored to shore Facilities. Department of Transportation United 
States Coast Guard. May 1981 
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Weather conditions may affect insulation flanges

Various connections could bridge insulating measures

Operators in the past have made the observance of arcing 

when de-coupling loading arms with insulated flanges. This 

may happen at the loading coupler when the insulation of 

the flange is broken. Other observations of arcs were made 

under rainy or cold weather conditions. This is an indication 

of bridging the insulating elements by water, snow or ice. 

Furthermore, any additional connections between ship and 

shore, e. g. by metal ropes / hawser, gangways etc., counte-

ract the insulating and increase the risk of hazardous situa-

tions.

Insulation between ship and shore avoids the current to 

flow, but it will not lower the potential difference as possib-

le source of ignition. When insulating, all connections must 

be considered. At loading arms/hoses, the use of insulating 

flanges with a defined resistance is mandatory worldwide. 

From operational point of view, insulation must be maintai-

ned during the complete period a vessel is berthing. Operati-

onal management is responsible to ensure, insulation is pro-

perly attached at any given point in time and no conductive 

connections exist between ship and shore. This is difficult to 

maintain considering the lifetime of the jetty.

Based thereupon, the consequent measure to tackle the ig-

nition risks is to establish potential equalization between 

ship and shore. To do so, a highly conductive connection bet-

ween the poles of the galvanic cell (tankship, pier) must be 

set up. This shortcut of the galvanic arrangement lowers the 

occurring voltage and the resulting current of the galvanic 

source and reduces the potential energy at inductive con-

nections between ship and shore. In addition, the electrical 

conditions at the equalization line must be controlled to avo-

id an overload and to monitor the influence of other active 

electrical sources.

Equivalent current diagram of potential equalization

For a safe and effective equipotential bonding, the follo-

wing functions should be specified:

■  Qualified and monitored bonding connection certified  

     for use in Ex zone 1

■  Bonding connection with extremely low resistance  

     (below 0.1 Ohm)

■  Automatic electrical interlock of bonding line during  

     connection and disconnection to the vessel, so that  

     no current is flowing at the moment of attachment or  

     detachment or in situations of unforeseeable loosening

■  Monitoring of the electric potential of the vessel prior to  

     start of the loading process

■  Monitoring of the compensation current during berthing  

     to avoid overload situations caused by potential other   

     active sources

■  Interlock with the loading control system to stop the loa- 

     ding process in case of detecting a potentially hazardous  

     situation

It has to be clearly stated, not to confuse the described so-

lution with a simple, not monitored bonding connection. 

Any other connections are hazardous, e.g. use of grounding 

control devices for road tanker applications or simple line  

connections.
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Best practice solution  

Recommended is a “Three Barrier” Safety Concept to reduce 

the risk of hazards resulting from electrical potential differen-

ces between tankship and pier:

1.  Well trained personnel and controlled processes as   

      basis of all terminal operations

2.  Insulating elements in every possible connection (loa- 

      ding arms, hoses, gangways)

3.  Smart equipotential bonding (by use of a sophisticated  

      marine grounding system)

Marine grounding systems are widely used in petrochemical 

and chemical terminals for seagoing vessels and barges to 

successfully increase the level of safety and to protect peop-

le, environment and equipment according to the state of the 

art. Small investment and easy operation of a smart equipo-

tential bonding system is good advice in comparison to the 

concurrent risk of sparking incidents or hazards in marine 

terminals.

For further information on Marine Grounding, please contact Dr. Andreas Pickuth, product specialist at TIMM.

e-Mail  pickuth@timm-technology.de   |  phone  +49 40 248 35 63 - 34  |  web  www.timm-technology.de/en/products/sek-3/

Examples for applicable national and international “Rules, Regulations & Industry Standards” for Best Practice: 
BG Verkehr: Accident Prevention Regulations for Shipping Enterprises: 2011 [UVV See] - § 329s

TRBS 2152 Part 3: 2009 [GMBI] Technical Rules for Industrial Safety - § 5.6, § 5.6.2.1

TRGS 509: 2017 [GMBI] Technical Rules for handling of dangerous substances - § 3

ADN 2017, Part 7 European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Inland Waterways - § 7.2, § 
7.2.4.51.3, § 7.2.4.75

BLAK-6: 2009 Austrian Recommendation No. 6 of the Federal Working Group Seveso – § 2.2.3

S.H.M.P.P. Harbour installation No. 18675/0232 – FRELEH 0015  PRE-ARRIVAL INFORMATION BOOKLET of Port du Havre – App.: 42-

00-03 – Rev. 3: 2014 – § 5.C

ISGOTT, 5th Edition International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals – § 17.5

Marine Grounding System as best practice safety barrier

TIMM’s Marine Grounding System SEK-3

Monitored marine grounding connection to tankship


